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Plutarch, Hesiod, and the Mouseia of Thespiai
ROBERT LAMBERTON
This study grows out of a number of years of work on Hesiod, rather than
on Plutarch. It finds its place in a series of papers on Plutarch because it
argues for re-evaluation of the Plutarchan commentary on the Works and
Days. My primary point rests on the fact that, with reference to the shrine
of the Heliconian Muses, Plutarch was a local, and an extraordinarily
educated and articulate local. His commentary on the Works and Days was
an act of piety for his native Boeotia much as his essay on the
maliciousness of Herodotus served the same function. His primary concern
here was to demonstrate the ethical value of the great Boeotian poet, and in
the process he identified as "interpolations" several passages too "trivial" to
stand with the rest. But if one looks carefully at the most important
interpolation he claims to have identified in the Works and Days, its
implications are very far-reaching indeed. In fact, when the condemned
passage is examined in the context of the other "confessional" passages in
Hesiod, it becomes clear that its exclusion calls in question the very idea of
a personal and historical Hesiod—a notion that has been examined and
subjected to scrutiny only by the two generations of scholarship on archaic
Greek poetry since Milman Parry.
Rather than recapitulate here the history of the problem of the Hesiodic
corpus, we may simply recall a few facts to serve as a basis for the
discussion that follows. First, there is almost no evidence for the state of
the text of Hesiod before the Hellenistic period.' Secondly, the text of
Homer—the best available comparandum—was stabilized in the third and
second centuries—in the Hellenistic period—to produce what is known as
the vulgate, which is both the principal source of the medieval manuscript
tradition and the point of departure for modem scholarship.^ The fourth and
' Cf. M. L. West. Hesiod. Theogony (1966) [hereafter. West (1966)), 48-72, and esp. 65-66
on the papyri; M. L. West. Hesiod, Works and Days (1978) (hereafter. West (1978)]. 75-82.
^ That the Hellenistic vulgate was a normalization and reduction of the two poems, against
the background of the "long" or "wild" texts of the fourth and third centuries is generally
accepted (T. W. Allen, Homer, the Origins and the Transmission [1924] 271-82, 302-27).
Whether that vulgate corresponded to a conservative text predating the "long" texts, and if so, to
what degree, are questions more difficult to answer. For a concise survey of the problem, see G.
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third centuries knew longer versions of the Iliad and Odyssey, now largely
lost.^ Thirdly, the Hellenistic reading public was very fond of the poetry of
Hesiod. One might even argue that the Theogony, Works and Days, and
Catalogue of Women (along with such lost works as the Astronomy) came
into their own when Hellenistic poets imitated Hesiod (or advertised
themselves and their contemporaries as his imitators) and Hellenistic
scholars worked to refine the text.'' My contention is that both the
Theogony and Works and Days, though doubtless comprising very old
material, much of it far older than any imaginable historical Hesiod, may
well have been influenced and shaped even more significantly than the
poems of Homer by their normalization (and canonization) in the Hellenistic
period.
The historicity of Hesiod is problematic.^ Along with Homer's, his is
one of the two major surviving voices from a larger group of hexameter
poets standing at the very beginnings of Greek literary tradition. Of these
semi-mythic poets, "Orpheus" would seem to have been little more than a
conventional persona, adopted by many poets over many generations.
"Musaeus" is more elusive still, and the Homeric corpus, whose speaker
maintains a scrupulous anonymity, defies reduction to a single poet's oeuvre
today as it did in antiquity. Only Hesiod advertises his own identity,
organizing his traditional lore around a personality and a series of
autobiographical anecdotes so idiosyncratic that it is difficult to read them as
purely conventional. The tendency of scholarship in the past 50 years has
been to question all the information that such poetry and its parallel
biographic traditions offer about its creators,* and to view the earliest
speakers of Greek poetry—from Homer and Hesiod to Archilochus and
Theognis—as personae generated by poetic traditions rather than as creative
individuals with recoverable biographies and personalities. The often cited
M. BoUing, The Athetized Lines of the Iliad (1944) 5-6. Boiling believed in a recoverable
prototype, which he described as "an Athenian text not earlier than the sixth century" (p. 5).
Given that the fourth and third centuries (and in Egypt, even the second century) knew
substantially longer texts, one is on safer ground assuming that the vulgate was the product of
the growing Hellenistic book trade (Allen, 321-27) and so came to dominate the late papyri and
to form the principal foundation of the medieval manuscript tradition. It was thus the earliest
widely disseminated, normalized written text of the poems, and though it may be possible to
refine it and draw certain conclusions about its antecedents, the likelihood that any earlier text of
Homer could be confidently reconstmcted in its entirely is slight
' Cf. T. W. AUen, Homer, the Origin, and the Transmission (1924) 268-69. 301-03.
*For citations and echoes in Hellenistic (and other) poetry, see the apparatus of the
indispensable edilio maior of Rzach (1902). On Hellenistic scholarship on the poems. West
(1966) 48-52; West (1978) 63-75.
' See G. Nagy, "Hesiod": 43-73 in T. J. Luce, ed.. Ancient WrUers (1982), and cf. Mark
Griffith, "Personality in Hesiod." Classical Antiquity 2 (1983) 37-65.
*The trend begins with Milman Parry, but for recent developmenu, see Nagy (above, n. 5)
and M. Lefkowitz, The Lives of the Greek Poets (1981).
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polemical passage of Josephus (Against Apion 1. 12) that presents Homer
as a prehistoric, illiterate bard, whose songs were assembled in later days, is
unique evidence for a perception among the ancients of the peculiar status of
authorship in archaic Greek poetry.
My purpose here is to add Plutarch to the list of ancient witnesses for
the conventional character of the personae of archaic Greek poetry. He will
not, however, be such a friendly witness as Josephus. Indeed, Plutarch
himself had a large stake in the historicity of these illustrious figures from
the dim past, and the author of the Lives (and, moreover, of a lost Life of
Hesiod, if the Lamprias Catalogue is to be beheved)'' cannot be made into a
"Parryist" or "Nagyist"—he believed in a historical Hesiod, beyond any
substantial doubt. But without any desire on his part to shatter the Hesiodic
persona into a figment of convention, Plutarch provides evidence that is
important and underappreciated, pointing to a perception among men of
letters of the early centuries of the Christian era that some elements of the
"confessional" Hesiod did not correspond to any historical reality. Rather,
they were elaborations that served the interests of the institution that had
taken possession of Hesiod and his poetry—the Festival of the Muses
sponsored by the people of Thespiai in central Boeotia. When this evidence
is juxtaposed with the documented doubts about the authenticity of the
Hesiodic prooimia voiced by Hellenistic scholars, Plutarch's testimony takes
on crucial importance. If scepticism is justified where Crates, Aristarchus,
and Plutarch were sceptical, the confessional Hesiod of Ascra, the shepherd
of Helicon with his special devotion to the Muses, crumbles into dust.
What is left is a body of Hesiodic wisdom poetry whose persona is hardly
more individualized or confessional than that of the Iliad or Odyssey. The
conclusion that this poetry and its conventions (including the persona of its
singer) are the products of a tradition of song rather than an individual singer
is modem, but the doubts about the integrity of the information provided by
the Hesiodic corpus about its singer were present by the Hellenistic period.
Before turning to the text and to Plutarch's comments on it, it is first
necessary to survey the evidence we have for the "Mouseia" of Thespiai, a
pentaeteric festival of performance arts, known to Plutarch and to Pausanias.
This institution would seem to be the force that perpetuated (if, indeed, it did
not create) the highly confessional "Ascraean" bard of the central poems of
the transmitted Hesiodic corpus. There is no way of knowing whether there
was a Hesiod before there was a festival of the Heliconian Muses, but the
Hellenistic scholars and Plutarch provide evidence strongly suggesting that
it was after the festival had taken hold of the poems that this highly
individualized persona took on its definitive form.
' Lamprias Catalogue #35: 'HaioSov Pioc;. Sandbach, in the Loeb Moralia 15, p. 81,
indicates four passages from the Moralia conuining material that "may have been used in the
Life."
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Hesiod and the Mouseia of Thespiai
The Hesiodic topography of western Boeotia is generally well known.* It is
customary to contrast the nameless, faceless, placeless narrator of the Iliad
and Odyssey with that of the Hesiodic corpus, who mentions his own name,
that of his brother, and provides about a dozen toponyms to give a locus to
his song. The exercise in literary-critical fantasy called the Contest of
Homer and Hesiod starts off by saying (suggestively, and perhaps
paradoxically) that both Homer and Hesiod were the objects of competition
among various cities which claimed them as native sons'—scarcely credible,
in the light of the text with its apparent geographical precision—^but in all
probability the author's point is simply that all the cities would like to
claim both poets. He quickly goes on to point out that Hesiod, in fact,
settled the question of his home-town in the Works and Days (639^0),
when he informed us that his father came from Kyme in Asia Minor to live
in Boeotia,'"
And settled next to Helikon in a godawful village
Called "Barren Oak," bad in the winter, awful in the summer,
and never any good.
There were few doubts expressed in antiquity about the correct location
of Hesiod's "Barren Oak" or Ascra." Hesiod, though, hardly impresses the
reader as a well socialized member of the community in question. One
might suspect that the poet would have alienated his neighbors by giving
their village's name a snooty Ionian pronunciation
—
"AoKpri rather than
Boeotian "AoKpa—but then, if we are to imagine him a real citizen of a
real village of that name, his deprecating portrait of the town would surely
be sufficient to guarantee his unpopularity, and his foreign accent and
contempt for the jargon of the locals need not be worrisome.'^ No one
* Each loponym and the history of its interpretation is discussed in P. W. Wallace, "Hesiod
and the Valley of the Muses," GRBS 15 (1974) 5-24. This is now supplemented by the
Cambridge-Bradford Boeotia Expedition (see below, n. 14). For the archaeology of the valley,
see the synthesis by Georges Roux, "I^ Val des Muses et les Mus6es chez les auteun anciens,"
BCH 78 (1954) 22-48. The initial publications, by Paul Jamot and others (n. 19, below) were
fragmentary and Roux's overview came only a half-century later, when much information (and
indeed, some of the inscriptions) had been losL On the inscriptions, see also Werner Peek, "Die
Musen von Thespiai": 609-34 in GERAS Antoniou Keramopoullou (Athens: Elaireia
Makedonikon Spoudon, 1953).
' The problem is in the verbal phrase in the opening sentence, evxovTai XeyeoSai. Though
it might seem to be saying that all men "boast" that Homer and Hesiod "are called" their own
fellow citizens, the sense is more likely to be something along the lines of "rejoice in claiming"
or simply "would like to claim."
'" vacaaxo 8" ayx' 'EXixSvoq oi^upf) evi Kcoiii;!,
"AoKpi;!, XEiM-a Kaiqi, 8ep£i apyaXexi, o-o8e nor" eoOXfi.
" The "translation" is based on a gloss in Hesychius. Cf. Nagy, "Hesiod" 64.
'^ If there is a single Boeotian word in the corpus, it is 4>iK(a] (= 'Ltfifia), Theog. 326.
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explicitly doubts Ascra's location, but there is no testimony from anyone in
antiquity (after Hesiod) who claimed to have visited the village of Ascra.
There is, of course, the testimony of Pausanias, who visited a valley
northwest of Thespiai to see the shrine of the Muses there, and was shown
by the Thespiots who were then in control of the place a hill—no doubt the
one now called Pyrgaki—with a ruined tower, which they said was the site
of Barren Oak, now uninhabited.'
^
The story was not without substance. Though Pausanias could not
have verified it, there had been a large village—if not on top of Pyrgaki,
then on its slopes, with its center roughly at the confluence of the two
streams that form the valley of the Muses. This was determined in the 1982
survey work of the Cambridge-Bradford Boeotia Expedition, which located
the site and established a tentative chronology for the settlement based on
surface finds."*
It is possible that Strabo saw Ascra. He visited Greece as a soldier and
probably saw some of the Greek sites he describes. He locates Ascra 40
stadia northwest of Thespiai,'^ and no doubt he (or his source) had in mind
the hill later shown to Pausanias, and much later yet identified as Ascra by
19th-century travelers.'* Strabo does not say whether the village was
inhabited in his time (which was also that of Augustus), and he may have
reported the location from an earlier geographer without himself laying eyes
on it. The probability is, however, that Ascra was then already a deserted
ruin, as it was in Plutarch's time, about a century later. Plutarch's
commentary on Hesiod, transmitted through the scholia on the Works and
Days, relates that the people of Thespiai destroyed Ascra and that the
survivors fled to Orchomenos, some 25 kilometers to the northwest.''' A
generation later, Pausanias saw only a tower—Plutarch surely, and Strabo
probably (if he saw anything), saw the same. And so the evidence points to
an Ascra obliterated by the Roman period, but still located with remarkable
precision.
The reason this deserted site of what was apparently never more than an
undistinguished village was so easily identifiable is not difficult to find.
The valley below may have had few permanent inhabitants, but it was the
scene of one of the most important competitive festivals of the arts in
Greece.
The excavations in the area initially involved tearing down churches to
recover inscriptions on the stones from which they were built. During the
1880's, the French were energetic in their pursuit of this sort of
"Pausanias 9. 29. 1-31.9.
'* A. D. Snodgrass, "The Site of Ascra," in P. Roesch and G. Amoud, eds., Actes du
Colloque International du CNRS: La Beotie antique (Lyon, 16-20 mai, 1983). 1985.
" Strabo 9. 2. 25.
'« WaUace (above, n. 8) 6-7. with n. 2.
" A. Pertusi. Scholia velera in Hesiodi Op. etD. (1955), adW & D 633-40 (= Pluurch, Ei?
TO 'HaioSou epya, fr. 82 [Sandbach)].
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archaeological research. They destroyed at least a half-dozen little chapels in
the valley of the Muses—one map shows nine,'* but it is unlikely that the
continuity from the daughters of Memory to the various saints and
manifestations of the Panaghia honored in this valley is as clear cut as that
number might suggest. The result of this demolition was a large corpus of
inscriptions that provide an exceptionally rich fund of information about the
festival and related institutions.
Perhaps the most interesting of these is a contract of the third century
B.C which represents a reorganization of the contest." The inscription
documents the competition's transition from dywveq 0ep.a-cvKo{
—
games
for prizes—to the more prestigious status of ayiby/tc, oTeepavixai
—
games
for wreaths, or crowns. There was money at stake, and our inscription is
among other things a precious indication of the dynamics of the relationship
of the unionized performers to the organizers of the festival. Provision is
also made for changing the year of the festival—the inscription clearly
represents the embodiment in a formal agreement of the reform of an
existing festival. Paul Jamot, who published the inscription in 1895,
insisted on this and though he dated the inscription to the third century,
wrote, "Mais en meme temps nous ne pouvons douter que ces jeux
n'existassent deja avant cette epoque, puisque le texte est relatif pr6cis6ment
a la rdorganization du concours."^" Sketchy as they are, the publications of
the French excavators of the valley of the Muses are filled with parenthetical
remarks of this sort. The material remains recovered belong to the third
century or later, but of course, the excavators reiterate, the festival and the
cult must have been much older. Their frustration is understandable. The
site is linked to Hesiod and yet it has virtually no archaeological record
before the third century B.C. G. M. Sifakis has down-dated the decree cited
above from a vague "third century" to the period 220-208.^' This
incidentally puts it close to the largest recorded gift to the Muses of
Helicon—25,000 drachmas from Ptolemy IV Philopalor.22 This gift at the
very end of the third century may account for some of the architectural
remains excavated. The valley has yielded some archaic pottery, including
that from the surface finds associated with the large village mapped by the
Cambridge-Bradford Boeotia Expedition. A spring high up the slope
produced a fragment of a bronze cauldron rim with 10 letters of an archaic
inscription to some nameless Heliconian deity, but there is little more.^
'« Roux (n. 8. above) 23.
" Paul Jamot, "Fouilles de Thespies, les jeux en llionneur des Muses." BCH 19 (1895) 314-
16.
^ Jamot (n. 19. above) 312.
^' G. M. Sifakis, "Organization of Festivals and the Dionysiac Guilds." Classical Quarterly
n. s. 15(1965)206-14.
^ P. Roesch. Thespies el la confidiralion biolienne (1965) 221.
" A. Plassart, "Fouilles de Thespies et de ITiidron des Muses de I'Hfilicon: Inscriptions
(66me article): D&licaces de caractfere religieux ou honorifique; homes de domaines sacr6s (2),"
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The festival, in other words, is attested in the archaeological record only
for the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Many of the inscriptions are
Roman, and though there may have been interruptions,^ the Mouseia of
Thespiai were apparently celebrated until Constantine looted the site to
decorate his new capital. Certainly the valley of the stream now called the
Arkhontitsa was inhabited before 300 B.C., and the large village there may
have been called Ascra. But there is nothing to connect the ruined village
with the festival, and there is nothing to prevent believing that it was the
Thespiots, after they destroyed the village, who developed a festival there, in
the period after Alexander. That festival advertised its archaic roots and
claimed a special relationship to the traditions of archaic wisdom poetry that
went under the name of Hesiod. This connection becomes explicit in
inscriptions such as IG VII 1785 (no longer extant), apparently a boundary
marker for a revenue-producing property in the valley, belonging to the
"Synthytai of the Hesiodic Muses."^ There is nothing, however, to show
that this landscape or its festival had any real connection with the poems
that seemed to stand at the origin of Greek tradition (though there is ample
evidence that it advertised such a connection).
Nothing in the archaeological record, then, stands in the way of
suggesting that the festival called the Mouseia celebrated Hesiod's Muses
and traced its origins to the crusty old Heliconian sage without the slightest
historical connection to the tradition of Hesiodic poetry. If the Heliconian
cult of the Muses existed before the Hellenistic period, its shrine in the
valley of the Arkhontitsa was so insignificant that no trace of it remains.
But from the third century on, this institution was demonstrably affluent and
conspicuous. That is, when Hesiodic poetry was held in highest esteem,
when it was being praised and "imitated" by the poets of Alexandria and was
reaching its first substantial reading audience, an important festival of the
arts was advertising its connections with that poetry and its singer and
claiming both as its own.
BCH 50 (1926) 385. The bronze cauldron rim was found before 1890 al Kriopegadhi,
traditionally identified as Hesiod's Hippokrene; Wallace (n. 8, above) 16-18.
^Cf. Jamot (n. 19, above) 364, on the gap in inscriptional evidence from the mid-first
century B.C. to the late second century after Christ.
^ P. Roesch, Thespies el la confederation biotienne, 221. Cf. IG VII 4240, discussed by
Werner Peek, "Hesiod und der Helikon," Philologus 121 (1977) 173-75.
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The Festival and the Text of Hesiod— Plutarch's Evidence
What might the Mouseia of Thespiai, celebrated in a valley of Mount
Helicon from perhaps 300 B.C. to the decline of the pagan festivals in the
fourth century after Christ, have done to the surviving text of Hesiod?
Let me repeat that almost nothing is known of the text of Hesiod before
the Hellenistic period. There are echoes in other poets, a great abundance of
them, which modem editors of Hesiod have gone to great trouble to
assemble. Sadly, however, few of these echoes help in dating even specific
portions of the poems. There are also a few quotations in later authors,
starting with Plato, but these are surprisingly few and not evenly distributed
throughout the Theogony and Works and Days.
There is also the same sort of conflicting testimony about the corpus as
that for Homer. While the Boeotians (according to Pausanias) declared only
the Works and Days to be the work of Hesiod, and not even all of that,
others listed as many as a dozen titles. The Suda represents a typical
opinion regarding Hesiod's oeuvre. It lists (s. v. Hesiodos) "the Theogony,
the Shield of Heracles, the Catalogue of Women of the Heroic Period, a
dirge (for someone named Batrakhos, with whom he was in love). On the
Idaean Dactyls, and many others."
Widespread doubt about the authenticity of specific bits of information
in Hesiod is reflected by Aelian, who remarks parenthetically in a discussion
of the Niobids, "The ancients seem not to agree with one another regarding
the number of the children of Niobe . . . Hesiod says there were 19, unless
the verses are not Hesiod's at all, but like many others have been mistakenly
attributed to him."^*
The disagreement about what was and what was not Hesiodic in the
works of Hesiod seems in fact to have been far more pervasive in antiquity
than the similar debate on Homer. As Aelian's remarks indicate, it involved
not only the authenticity of entire works, but that of sections or even
specific verses within works. The debate continues today, with hardly less
energy,2^a half century after the work of Milman Parry forced a reassessment
of the concept of authorship in archaic Greek poetry. In fact, however, for
all their contradictions, the Hesiodic poems have a demonstrable unity
guaranteed by a rich and coherent manuscript tradition. It is not certain,
however, whether this unity predates the Hellenistic period. These are (as
with the poems of Homer) a group of archaic poems as conceived by the
^ Aelian, Varia hisloria 12. 36.
" The most credible recent analysis is that of Friedrich Solmsen, "The Earliest Stages in the
History of Hesiod's Text." Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 86 (1982) 1-31. Solmsen
divides the Theogony into multiple strata, from an ui-Theogony by way of "Hesiod's additions
and revisions" to several levels of "expansions and other changes produced by the rhapsodes."
His vast experience of the text of Hesiod guarantees the usefulness of the distinctions he makes,
but the entire model is, finally, circular and the conclusions without objective criteria.
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first age of Greek culture that included a large reading public and literary
scholars in our sense. What went before is unknowable. The literature of
archaic Greece as known to us is exclusively a function of the taste and
critical acumen of Hellenistic Greece.
Before we turn to the important testimony of Plutarch, a problem that
has bothered Hesiod scholars since antiquity deserves attention—that of the
prooimia to the two poems. Both were suspect in antiquity. The
Pergamene scholar Crates athetized both; Aristarchus obelized that of the
Works and Days (texts of which without prooimion are attested).
Any epic poem could have a prologue. The collection called the
Homeric Hymns consists of prologues of various lengths that might be
prefaced to recitations of longer poems. The Iliad and Odyssey come down
without prologues, or with very short, closely adapted ones, certainly not
usable with any other poem. Still, there is reason to believe that ancient
performances of these epics included prooimia. But how organic is the
relationship between the body of an archaic Greek poem and its prooimion?
The small size of the sample does not allow any meaningful conclusions,
but this is the sort of situation where the taste and perceptions of a later age
might be expected to influence the text, to make the decision whether a
given archaic poem was separable from its prooimion, or integrally and
necessarily bound to it.
The comment of the scholiast on Dionysius Periegetes concerning
Crates' rejection of the Hesiodic prooimia raises a number of problems:
"The [prooimia] of the Works and Days and the Theogony might be prefixed
to any poem, and therefore Crates rejected them quite rightly [or perhaps:
'in accordance with his principle']."^
That is one opinion, and a very respectable one—but it was not that of
the bulk of the Hellenistic reading public, since the prooimia survived to
become part of the text known to the Middle Ages. Why, then, did they
survive? It is useful here to look at the question backwards, and ask what
would be lost from the text of Hesiod and from the content of the two
poems by losing the prologues.
First, Hesiod's name would be lost—mentioned only once, in the
prologue of the Theogony (22)—and along with Hesiod's name would be
lost every Boeotian toponym except Ascra and Helicon, which occur
together in the lines quoted above (p. 4). Gone are the eddying Permessos
(identified with the Arkhontitsa), gone is very holy Olmeios, and along with
them, Hippocrene and the altar of Zeus on top of Helicon. The Hesiodic
landscape is left impoverished and nearly anonymous, and the poet himself
without a name. Without the prologues, Hesiod approaches the condition of
Homer.
^* F. Riihl. "Dionysios Periegetes," Rheinisches Museum 29 (1874) 83 (Dionysius
comments, 64-65): to hi. xSiv Ep-ycov Kal finepcov 'Hai68ou Kai Ttii; GeoYOviow; ndoTi;
eoTi Ttpotd^ai noitiaeax;- 5i6 koI 6 Kpdxri^ avid Kctxa A,6yov ri9exei.
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Last and most significant of all, without the prologues the Heliconian
Muses fade into insignificance. Outside the prologues, Hesiod mentions the
Muses only five times in the Theogony and Works and Days. Their descent
from Mnemosyne is noted in the Theogony (915-17), and they are invoked
to aid in the performance of the catalogue of goddesses who bore children to
mortals (963-68)—a purely Homeric convention, by which the narrative
voice asks for help with an exceptional task of recall of traditional material.
The last verse of the Theogony (1022), the bridge to the Catalogue of
Women, makes a similar request
The two other references to the Muses outside the prooimia are in the
passage in the Works and Days to which I would like finally to turn. It is
the digression (if that is the correct term) in the problematic passage on
seafaring
—
Works and Days 646-62.
Evt' av in' iiinopvi\v xpeyaq aeai<ppova 6\)n6v
PovXtiai xpta te JcpocpvyEiv koi Xi|i6v dxepitea,
5ei^ci) 5t| Toi nexpa jioA.v(pXoioPoio SaXdaoriq,
ovTE Ti vavTiXiTiq oeoocpionevo? ovxe xi vrimv
650 o\) ydp 71(6 noxe vtii y' ejiotXcov evpea jcovxov,
el nfi ei; EiSPoiav e^ AvXiSoq, fi nox' 'Axaioi
Heivavxei; xeiR'iiva 7toX,\)v o\)v Xaov ayeipav
'EXX,d5oq e^ lepTiq Tpoiriv eq KaXA-iyuvaiKa.
£v9a 8' eywY in' oteGXa 5a'i<ppovoi; 'An<pi5dnavxo(;
655 Xa^KiSa x' ziq enep-riao- xd 5e JipoicE<ppa5neva noXkA
aQk' eOeoav jtavSc; neYaXT|xopO(; • Ev6d ne piini
xm\(a viKTiaavxa (pepeiv xplitoS' cbxtoevxa.
xov jiev iya Movojiq 'EX,iK(ovid5eoo' dveOriKa,
ev0d |ie x6 Ttpwxov X-iyvpfii; Enep-rioav doiSfiQ.
660 xoooov xoivTiuv ye TtETtEiprmai itoXvyonipcov
aXka xal wi; EpEco Zr[vbq voov oiyioxoio-
Movoai ydp \i' E5i6a^av d6£o<paxov i5|ivov oeiSeiv.
This amusing passage was clearly part of the poem as known in the
Hellenistic period, but there is a voice of exceptional authority raised against
it in antiquity—that of Plutarch.
A scholion on the passage, traceable to the commentary on the Works
and Days of the Neoplatonist Proclus, reads,^
^' Fr. 84, Sandbach. There is disagreement about which lines Plutarch branded as an
interpolation (EnPePXrioeai cpriaiv). Bemardakis (fr. 62, with notes) believed Plutarch
considered 13 lines, from 650 through 662, spurious. Sandbach reads the opening phrase more
cautiously and retains 650-53, down to the last major syntactic break before mention of
Khalkis. Given the oddly self-undercutting tone of the introductory sentence (646-49), along
with Plutarch's lack of patience with the playful ironies of the Hesiodic speaker, and the fact that
no other Plutarchan comments relating to those lines are preserved, I suspea that the excision
went from 646 to 662. Whichever of these conjectures is correct, however, the scholion is
explicit that for Plutarch the "real" Works and Days started again at 663, and so the references to
the Muses remain unavoidably within the "interpolation."
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Ta^xa rcdvTa Tiepi TTi(; XaXxiSoi; (xal) xou 'An<pi5d- 10
liavToq Kai Tov a9Xo\) Kai xov xpinoSo^ enPePXfiaGai q>Tioiv
6 nA,omapxo(; oi)5ev e'xovxa xpiotov. xov nev ovv 'Anpi-
5dnavxa vavnaxovvxa npbq 'Epexpieai; vnip xov AiiXdvxov
djcoGaveiv- a9Xa 5' en' at)xw kuI dywva^ Geivai xeA-ev-
XT|oavxi xo-uq TtaiSac;- viKTJoai 5' dycovi^onevov xov 'Hoio- 15
6ov Kai aSXov hovoikov xpiitoSa XaPciv koi dvaGeivai
xovxov ev xw 'EA-ikSvi, ono-o Kai Kdxoxo(; eYeyovei xaiq
Movaaii;, Kai eniypamia eiii xovxco Gpv^ovai. ndvxa ovv
xavxa ^TipcoSri Xeycov eKeivoc; an' aixmv apxexai xwv eii;
xov Kaipov xot) nXox) owxeivovxmv, "tijiaxa 7t£vxf|Kovxa." 20
In his discussion of the scholion, M. L. West focused his attention on
the problem raised by a phrase, inserted in one version of it.^" that seems to
indicate that the Alexandrians rejected the ten-line passage from 651 to 660.
This, then, would be a reasonable attempt to clean up and "restore" the text,
based on the perception that the contest of Homer and Hesiod was a "late"
invention. These may have been the motives of the Alexandrian scholars,
but two facts remain to be explained. First, the survival of the condemned
lines,^' and second, their rejection by Plutarch. One further bit of testimony
may explain both.
It is unlikely to have been more than 50 years after Plutarch expressed
his contempt for these "frivolous" lines of the received text of Hesiod, that
Pausanias visited the valley of the Muses.^^ He reports the usual trivia
—
Helicon is free of poisonous plants, and hence its poisonous snakes are not
as poisonous as those found elsewhere, and so forth. The locals, he tells us,
say that Otus and Ephialtes established the cult of the Heliconian Muses
clearly a founding myth fabricated to advertise the antiquity of the shrine. A
few verses from a poem already lost in Pausanias's time are cited from a
local historian to support the account. And Ascra? As was previously
noted, Pausanias saw only the ruined tower visible today
—
Pyrgaki. He
walks on up the valley, admiring the statues in the grove of the Muses and
recording the names of the sculptors—his catalogue quite likely includes the
statues that stood on the great curved stone base that survives.^^ After
various statues of mythical figures and Hellenistic rulers, he arrives at the
collection of bronze tripods, and the jewel of the collection is, of course, the
'"West (1978) 319. The text discussed is Pertusi's {Scholia Vetera in Hesiodi Opera el Dies
(Pubbl. deirUniversita Cattolica del S. Cuore. n. s. 13, 1955) 205-06), where the phrase
dSetovvxai Seica oxixoi 8id x6 xf\(; ioxopiaq vecbxepov interrupts the citation from
Proclus. The phrase occurs in only one of the 7 manuscripts that have the scholion in one form
or another, and probably has nothing to do with Plutarch or even with Proclus.
'' The lines both of Homer and of Hesiod condemned by the Hellenistic scholars seem
generally to have survived in the later manuscript traditon (often with explicit indication of such
editorial condenmation).
"Pausanias 9. 29-31.
'' Werner Peek, "Die Musen von Thespiai" (n. 8, above).
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tripod Hesiod himself won in Khalkis. Pausanias does not record the
inscription, but if the Contest can be believed, it read:
'Hoio5o(; Movoaii; 'EA-ixcovioi x6v5' dve&nKEv
{)|xv(p viKtiaa^ ev XaA.Ki5i Geiov "Ontipov.
Pausanias closes his account of the valley of the Muses with a climb up to
Hippocrene, where he is shown a lead tablet with the Works and Days
inscribed on it, minus the ten-line prooimion. The locals at the spring did
not serve their own interests when ^ey said Hesiod wrote that poem, and no
other. What better testimony to support the idea that for once Pausanias
was shown a genuine heirloom, displayed without ulterior motive? The
locals in the valley of the Muses knew that the oeuvre of the poet who by
Pausanias's time had been associated with their valley for at least 400 years
had been expanded and inflated in every possible way. They seem to have
clung to a purist position at their own expense—who knows?—it may even
have contained some shred of historical truth.
To return now to Plutarch: he and Pausanias were alive at the same
time, though Plutarch was much older than Pausanias. Was Plutarch's
rejection of the passage on Hesiod's victory at Khalkis and the tripod simply
an echo of the Hellenistic scholars' perception that the Contest was
fabricated after the time of Homer and Hesiod? On the map of western
Boeotia, Plutarch's home town, Chaironeia, lies less than 40 kilometers
northwest of the valley of the Muses. He could not fail to know, firsthand,
the tripod in the collection there, to which the lines in question were said to
refer. Plutarch actually portrays himself against the background of the
shrine, in the dialogue called the Erotikos (749b).^
The obvious conclusion seems to be that Plutarch knew that the tripod
on display in the grove of the Muses was not what it was claimed to be
—
that it was in fact an attempt on the part of the attendants of a Hellenistic
shrine to fabricate archaic roots. By condemning the passage that described
it as an "interpolation," he was pulling the rug from under the prized
exhibit, but still more important, he was tacitly indicating his own
knowledge that the Hesiodic poems had been tampered with at some stage in
their history, in order to accommodate them to the shrine and its artifacts.
Without the slightest intention to undermine the personal, historic Hesiod,
he was indicating how one element of that persona, one bit of pseudo-
autobiographical information, entered the canon, in the service of the
festival of the Muses.
The setting of the dialogue can be understood in terms of literary conventions and echoes,
and need not be historically accurate. The passages that esublish the setting of Plutarch's
conversation in the valley of the Arkhontitsa (a conversation fictionally recreated within the
Erotikos through the mouth of Plutarch's son) do, however, provide sufficient evidence of a
knowledge of the topography of the area and the distance from Thespiai to the valley to leave
little doubt that Plutarch had firsthand experience of the shrine of the Muses.
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There are various reasons to believe that this sort of fabrication of an
archaic past was a widespread phenomenon among Hellenistic institutions.
In Samothrace, in the initiatory sanctuary, there is a Hellenistic building
with a conspicuous Mycenaean architectural feature—a relieving triangle.^^
The comparison may be carried further. The building in question, and the
whole of the Hellenistic embellishment of the shrine of Samothrace, belong
to the time of Apollonius's Argonautica, which advertised the importance of
the Samothracian mysteries in the Bronze Age—Jason and his crew stopped
there to be initiated. Literature and architecture are both called into service
to enhance the prestige of the institution. There are examples of archaism
in the inscriptions of the valley of the Muses, but if the priests of the
Heliconian Muses did not need to represent the archaic roots of their shrine
architecturally, the answer may lie in the power of the much more
malleable, expressive material at their disposal—the Hesiodic corpus.
Stripped of the passages discussed here
—
\heprooimia and the seafaring
passage^^—the Hesiodic corpus has little local color and no Muses—or
rather, it has Muses only as Homer has Muses. With the prologues and the
passage on the tripod, the Hesiodic corpus becomes first and foremost a
celebration of the Muses, and the daughters of memory move to center
stage.
To summarize what has been suggested here: Proclus, when relaying
Plutarch's remarks on the seafaring passage, reports that Plutarch believed
Works and Days 650-62 was an interpolation. The whole story of the
contest on Euboea is lost and along with it something of the (oddly
undercut) legitimation of Hesiod's seafaring lore. And along with the story
goes the legitimation of the prized artifact displayed in Plutarch's time in the
valley of the Muses. A century before Proclus's time, the precinct of the
Muses on the slopes of Helicon had been looted for the beautification of
Constantinople, and the once-important festival there was a thing of the
remote past. But Pausanias was shown the tripod in question, and there can
be little doubt that Plutarch was shown it as well. This has not been
sufficiently appreciated. Pausanias's visit, in the middle of the second
century, was only a few decades after the death of Plutarch. Plutarch lived
much of his life near the spot, and even portrays himself there, albeit in a
highly conventional manner. It is impossible that Plutarch, a half-century
before Pausanias, was not shown the same prized artifact. When he
3^ J. R. McCredie, "A Samolhracian Enigma." Hesperia 43 (1974) 454-59.
'* Plutarch does not condemn the entire seafaring passage, and the "interpolation" he points
to was not intended to include the passage (633-40) on Hesiod's father's seafaring ventures,
which resulted in his settling in wretched Ascra. This represents the core of Hesiodic
autobiography that the tradition has generally accepted until recently (Nagy, "Hesiod," 50). The
seafaring passage stands out strikingly from the rest of the Works and Days for its seeming
irrelevance to concerns that could be localized in the dusty little valley far from the sea that is
claimed as Hesiod's home, and it is striking that the speaker chooses just this material as the
occasion to remind us that he is really speaking to us from the valley of the Muses.
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considered the entire passage an interpolation, he was not reacting simply to
its lack of seriousness, its failure to live up to the austere standard of
edificatory value he set for the text. He was saying with characteristic tact
that the priests' prized artifact was a hoax
—
and he was saying that a 12-line
passage of the Works and Days was an aition, inserted sometime, by
someone, to explain that hoax.
The further implications of this interpolation are suggestive. Along
with the prooimia (themselves questioned in antiquity), the passage lost here
is unique in the Hesiodic corpus in suggesting a special relationship
between Hesiod and the Heliconian Muses. It is also juxtaposed with and
closely related to the passage on Hesiod's father's seafaring activities, which
contain the only references to Ascra and to Hesiod's family (beyond Perses,
whose name occurs repeatedly in formulas of address).^^
Plutarch, as an exceptionally educated and sophisticated local informant,
may be providing the keys to an understanding of how the diverse body of
wisdom poetry we know as the Hesiodic corpus came to be associated with a
specific shepherd in a specific landscape in a remote valley of his own native
Boeotia.
Princeton University
'^ The best analogy is the Kymos of the Theognidean corpus, probably to be understood as a
conventional mute persona rather than a reflection of a historical individual. Cf. A. Ford, "The
Seal of Theognis: The Politics of Authorship in Ancient Greece," in Theognis ofMegara, ed.
T. J. Figuera and G. Nagy (1985).
